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Atomic Negative-Ion-Photodetachment Cross-Section and 
Affinity Measurements 1 

Stephen J. Smith and Lewis M. Branscomb 

The spec tral d istribu t ions of t he H - and 0- cross sections fo r photodetachment ha ve 
been meas ured. The H - meas m ements are cons isten t wi th t he t heory of Chandrasekhar. 
A curv~ has been fi tted to t he res ul ts for 0 - . The t hresho ld of this cross section, t he a ffi nity 
of 0 -, IS found to be l. 48 ± 0.10 electron volts . No evidence is found for reso na nce a t t he 
t hreshold 01' for t he ex iste nce of excited 0 - ions . The apparatus is described in detail. 

1. Introduction 

The observation in this labora tory of the pho to
detachment of electrons from negative ions in 1953 
[1] 2 opened the pos ibility of studying the absorp
t ion spectra of negative ions. The first application 
of the techniqu e was to the determination of the 
absolute absorp tion b~T H -, in tegrated over a wide 
spectr al range [2] . The results agreed with the 
theoretical predictions of Chandrasekhar and his 
colleagues r3]. In our H - experimen ts the principal 
t ask was accurate calibration of the equipmen t for 
the absolu te measuremen t of the integrated cross 
section. 
. . T~is p~per discusses m.easurements of the spectral 
dlstnbu tIOns of pho todetaehmen t cross sections. 
These are of interest no t only because of their prac
t ical applications to. astrophysics and geophysics, bu t 
also because of the mformatlOn that can be ob tained 
abou t the electron affini t ies of atoms and the possi
ble exis tence of excited states of negative ions. For 
unexcited atomic negative ions the Ivavelength of 
the threshold for photocletachment corresponds to 
the electron affini ty of the atom. The shape of the 
photodetachmcnt cross section ncar the threshold 
supplies information abou t the possibili ty of excited 
states of the negative ion r4 , 5]. From this curve 
one can also determine the radiative attachmen t cross 
section from the principle of detailed balancing r6]. 
This is of par ticular interest for studies of ionospheric 
electron density . 

A preliminary value for the oxygen affini ty has 
been obtained r7] by this method. This paper de
scribes the details of the procedure for determining 
the affini ty and the shape of the detachment cross
section curve, and summarize the spectral-distribu
tion measuremen ts for H - and 0 -. Because the 
method does not uniquely determine the wavelength 
dependence of the cross section, sufficient da ta is 
given to permi t the reader to test the compatibility of 
any proposed cross section and our experimen tal 
data. The first H - paper r2 ] gives details of the 
method of calibra ting the apparatus for measurino' 

absolu te cro s sections. b 

1 Supported in part by tbe Office of Naval Research. 
, FigW'es in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of tbis paper. 

The experimen tal techniques peculiar to these 
measuremen ts, as contrasted with experiments on 
neutral atoms or positive ions, stem from two 
cJ:ar~cteristic. of atomic negative ions: (1) the low 
bllldmg energlCs; and (2) the fini te number , usually 
only one, of bound states. These ch aracteristics are 
attribu ted t? .the weak sl~ort-.range forces responsible 
for the stabilIty of negatIve IOns r8 ] . 

Because of the low binding energies i t is difficul t 
to produce useful quantities of negative ions. The 
atomic pro.cesse for producing them must generally 
compete WIth more proba ble reactions, and such ions 
a are produced are easily de troyed . 

The prac tical resul t of the limited number of 
bound sta tes is that t ransitions in mo t atomic 
negative ions are confined to those between the 
ground state and the continuum. For those neO'a
tive ions tha t have only one bound state for ~x
a.mple, the I?-egative atomic hydrogen ion, alI excita
tlOns result III the complete detachmen t of the excess 
elec.tron . In principle, tl~ese ions m igh t be studied 
eqmvalen tly from t~le pomts of. view of absorp tion 
spectroscopy or of IOn destructIOn. The threshold 
for absorp tion of pho tons i the same as the affini ty 
and the study of the in tensity distribu tion of th~ 
absorption spectrum is equivalen t to a study of the 
energy spectrum of the detached electrons. 

A few atomic negative ions may have more than 
one bound state. There i some experimen tal evi
dence that negative a tomic oxygen is one of these 
[9, 10, 11] . In such a case a study of the pho ton 
absorption spectrum, if it were feasible would aive 
more complete information than would the ph~to
detachment spectrum. 

In practice, ne~3:tive ions can be produced only in 
su ~h ~mall quan tItIeS (,,-, 10- 7 amp) that the fraction 
of lllClden t pho tons actually absorbed in a realizable 
experiment is difficult ~o obs~rve directly; particu
larly as the spectrum IS contmuous. N eaative-ion 
photoexcitation, therefore, is naturally studied from 
the .point of view of ion destruction, either by obser
vatIOn of the neu tral a toms created in an illuminated 
negative-ion beam or by observation of the detached 
electrons. 

In the experimen t described in this paper , the 
detached electrons are observed. The appara tus 
was designed for measuremen ts of an absolute cross 
section, requiring the collec tion of all detached elec-
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FIGURE 1. Schematic drawing of the apparatus showing elements of the ion and photon beam 01Jtics .. 

The ion beam is produced in the gas discharge tube (pressure ~lOO I-Ig) by applying u p to 6 kv between A, the anode, and C, the cathode. A is biased 1()(}-200 
v negative with respect to ground potential. C, the contro l electrode, is biased as much as 500 v negative with respect to A. D , operated about 2,500 v positive, forms 
an electrostatic lens with the surrounding elements; focusing the ion beam through defining apert ures, E . 

The ions not deflected by the velocity selector (see also fi g. 4) pass through the reaction chamber into the ion collector. The back of the ion collector may be opened 
to allow the beam to pass il1to a 90° sector-field mass spectrometer. F, G, and I-I are an ion optical system designed to render the beam parallel at the entrance slit 
J ,jndepel1dent of mass. Lens F gradually accelerates the ions to a fixed fraction of their final energy. Lens G accelerates the ions to the proper energy to obtain a 
foc us at the exit slit K of the m~ss spectrometer. The vacuum housing forms part of the lens G and that part beyond G is at high voltage. Unipotential lens I-I 
compensates for t he focusing power of G. '.rhose ions focussed 00. Ie by the magnetic fi eld are collected in M, at ground potential. L , which shields M, is biased 
-67v. 

Two interchangeable magnets are used with the spectrometer. One, with a field of 3,300 gauss, is used for heavy ions; and the other, with a fi eld of 1,100 gauss, 
is nsed for light ions. Tetraflnoroethylene resin is used where vacuum gaskets must also serve as electrical insulators. T hese gaskets are used where indicated and 
also to insulate electrically tbe mass spectrometer honsing beyond G from the grounded high vacu um pumps and traps. 
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trons. For simplicity the observation of the energy 
spectrum of the dctached electrons is not attempted, 
but the spectrum is deduced from the dependence 
of the total detached electron current on the spectral 
distribu tion of the incident photons. 

The apparatus, particularly its application to 
integrated absolute cross sections, h as been described 
[2] . Those features of the apparatus of particular 
importance for the determination of affinities and 
spectral distrib'ut ions of cross sections are dealt with 
here in greater detail. 

The apparatus is shown schematically in figure 1 
and photographically in figure 2. A mass-separated 
ion beam crosses a very intense photon beam . The 
photon beam is chopped, and the current of detached 
electrons is measured with a frequency- and phase- 'j 
discriminating amplifier, in order to separate the . 

FIGURE 2. Over-all view of the appamtus. 

The chopper-lamp-mirror assembly is sbown pulled back abou t 6 in . from 
its operating position. 
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photodetachment current from background curren ts. 
The average value of the . chopped detachment cur
rent is compared with the direct ion current . A mass 
spectrometer built in to the apparatu provides for 
analysis of the ion beam. 

~Ionochromatic sources of radiation of adequate 
intensity have not been available. Therefore tl~e 
radiation continuum from a hot wolfram filament IS 

used, and changes in spectral distribu tion .are accom
plished with sharp-cu to.ff [-il ters. 1\ r~dlOmeter [2] 
measures the total radIant power illcldent on th e 
beam. 

2. Operation of the Experiment 

2 .1. Photon Beam 

The light source is a 1- kw projection lamp [2]. 
operating at a measured 3 color temperature of 
3 420° Ie corresponding to an absolu te temperature 
of 3300°' Ie [12, 13]. The spectral-intensity d istri
bu ti~n of this source was obtained by mul tiplying 
the 3,300° Ie Planck curve by the measured 4 trans
m ission of the quartz envelope and by the best 
available values of the emissivity of the wolfram 
filament material, from 3000 A to 40000 A at 3,300° 
Ie [14]. 

Radiation from the lamp is focused by a frO)) t
aluminized spherical mirror, thl'ough a quartz win
dow, into the negative-ion beam. A low~sens itiv~ty 
platinum-blacked radiom~ter, located.behmd the IOn 
beam measures th e radIant power ill the photon 
beam. The radiant power at the ion beam is about 
30 w when no optical filtering is used. 

The spectral distribution of the photon beam 
emitted by the projection lamp can be altered by 

3 Measured by th e )IUS Photometry and Colorimetry Section • 
• M easured by the NBS H ad iometry Section. 

means of optical filters. A set of polished Corning 
o-lass absorption filters and one Baird infrared multi
faver refl ection fiJ tel' with measllJ"CCl transmissions 3 

al:e llsed in this work . The transmissions of these 
filters and the spectral d istribution of the lamp arc 
illustrated in figure 3. 

, Vhen the H - cross sect ion was measured , the 
water filter sh own in figure 1 was not availa ble. It 
is clear from fignre 3 that the filters were required 
to absorb a large fraction of the 100 to 200 w of 
radiation incident on them. This resul ted in severe 
local heating- especially in the infrared filters, whieh 
invariably broke under prolonged use with only air 
cooling. It is known also that the transm issions of 
the glass absorption fil ters, and their cutoff wave
lengths, are telP.perature dependen t [15] . Spectro
seo pic examin ation of transmitted ligh t shows thn t 
the ell to ff wavelengths shift toward the infrared 
when the filte rs a rc plaeed in the full photon beam. 
In the infra red-absorp tion fi1tCl's the sh ift is about 
120 A, and in th e ~ 'enow filtCl's it is of th e order of 
50 A. 

For the 0 - meflsurcmen Ls Lhe wa Ler fil ter Wfl.S 

inser Led in Lhe phoLoll beam in front of the fil ters. 
This reduced Lrall smission shifLs and allowed fu ll 
use of the fillers by absorbing Lbe illfrflred beyon d 
about 1.25 J.l.. Distilled water, kept at eonstflnt 
temperature by a heat exchanger, is circulaLed 
tlu-ough Lhe 6-mm-cleep space between Lhe t\\'o 
polished glass faces of the water ~ell. A il:n extra 
preeau Lion the measuremenLs WJth each Jnfrared 
filLer were made by using th at filter as Lhe back: !ace 
of Lhe water cell in place of a clear glass plate. The 
Lr ansmission of Lhe waLer cell (see fooLnote 3) was 
fou lld to be nearly constant (86 to 90%) and inde
pendent of moderate temperature changes over the 
specLral ran ge in which 0 - photodetaclnnent occms 
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2.2. Electron-Current Collection 

Electrons are detached from the ions at the inter
section of the ion and photon beams. A 50-gauss 
magnetic field in the region of intersection traps the 
detached electrons. These have very low energy 
because of the small excess of hv over the detach
ment threshold energy (the affinity) . (The velocity 
alonD" the ion beam is negligible. ) Ions of 200-v 
ener~y are deflected with a minimum radius of 
curv~ture approximately equal to 5.0 cm/amu, and 
are deflected only 1 or 2 mm at the ion collector. 

The magnetic-field lines from all points of the 
region of the beam intersection converge onto a 
small electrode, where the electron current is collected 
for measurement (see fig. 1) . This collector is 
biased + 18 v, and a repeller plate on the opposite 
side of the beam is biased - 6 v. 

The electron collector may receive currents that 
are derived from the ion beam by several processes 
other than photodetachment: (a) collisional detach
ment of electrons from negative ions, (b) production 
of charge-exchange ions with low energy, (c) ion 
scattering by the residual gas in the chamber, and 
(d) production of secondary electrons fl:om scattered 
ions. Although unmodulated by the lIght chopper, 
these undesired currents may produce large noise 
signals. 

Collisional detachment produces low-energy elec
trons in the region of intersection of the beams. 
These will all be collected, as will charge-exchange 
ions in this region. Scattered ions, having higher 
energy, will not be trapped in the wea~~ in homo
D"eneous magnetic field and should not be Important, 
because the collector sub tends a small solid angle 
in a direction perpendicular to the direction of the 
beam. Secondary electron current reaching the 
collector is probably considerably smaller than total 
scattered ion current. 

The cross sections for some of these negative-ion 
processes have been measured in a few special cases, 
and these results are not directly applicable here. 
For an order-of-magnitude estimate of the back
ground current to the electron collector, .we use a 
typical collisional detachment cross sectlOn of. 20 
cm- I (at 1-mm pressure) [10]. At normal operatmg 
pressure of 10- 6 mm Hg and with an ion-beam current 
of 10- 7 amp, the estimated backgr~)Und current 
collected from 5 em of ion-beam path IS about 10- 11 

amp. The magnitude of the photodetachment 
current is approximately 10- 12 amp. 

In these measurements the photodetachment 
current is separated from other ion-beam-dependent 
effects by chopping the photon beam at 450 c~s and 
observing the photodetachment current WIth a 
frequency- and phase-discriminating narrow-?and 
amplifier. This coherent photodetach~ent sl~nal 
is observed against a background of nOlse denved 
from the component of ion-beam. noise that .lies 
within the pass band of the amplIfier. If the lOn
beam noise is a thousand times shot noise [16], the 
background-noise current is approximately 

J2 = 2X 103 e IN, 

where e is the electronic charge of 1.6 X 10- 19 coulomb, 
I is the current in amperes, and b.f is the amplifier 
bandwidth. For a lO- l -cps bandwidth the noise 
current would be about 10- 14 amp, or about one 
hundredth of the typical observed photodetachment 
signal. A typical observed signal-to-noise ratio 
is 50 to 1. 

Photoelectric effect at metal surfaces can produce 
a coherent 450-cps curren t to the electron collector. 
With no filters in the photon beam, the chopped 
photoelectric current may be several times larger 
than the photodetachment current. The insertion 
of any of the filters reduces the photoelectric effect 
to the magnitude of the photodetachment signal or 
smaller. Furthermore, with the filters, the small 
photoelectric current is by chance approximately 90° 
out of phase with the photodetachment signal. This 
is presumably because the rotating chopper allows 
the photon beam to reach a low vvork-function sur
face at the top of the reaction chamber before it 
reaches the ion beam. Most surfaces are nic.kel 
plated and have photoelectric tlu'esholds beyond the 
cutoff wavelengths of the filters. In practice, the 
in-phase component of the photoelectric current is 
at most only a few percent of the photodetachment 
signal. It is easily measured by turning off the ion 
beam and observing the effect of the photon beam 
alone. 

Photodetachment of those ions created by charge 
exchange in the reaction chamber should not produce 
a coheren t 450-CP8 signal, because all charge-ex
change ions or their photodetached electrons are 
collected. This is demonstrated by the saturation 
of the 450-cps current to the electron collector with 
an increase from zero of the electric and magnetic 
fields in the reaction chamber. In addition the con
centration of such ions must be extremely small . 

Scattered ions and other stray charges striking the 
inside of the quartz window would cause fluctuating 
potentials to build up on the glass surface, disturbing 
the electrostatic field used to collect the photode
tached electrons. For this reason , and to eliminate 
capacitive pickup between the electron collector and 
the blades of the chopper, a fine kni~ted mesh of 
O.OOl-in. wolfram wire was stretched over the quartz 
window. 

2.3. Ion Beam 

The ions are produced in the positive column of a 
low-pressure glow discharge. The discharge tube 
is an adaptation of one described by Fite [16] . A 
steady voltage of 2 to 8 lev is applied across the dis
charge. The control electrode, designed to con
centrate negative ions on the axis of the tube, is 
biased negative with respect to the anode. The ions 
that pass through the anode channel to form the 
beam, originate at a potential about 100 v negative 
with respect to the anode potential. The anode 
potential is variable with respect to ground to afford 
control of the ion-beam energy. 

An electrostatic lens, coaxial with the beam, ac
celerates the ions to about 2 kv and then decelerates 
them into a region of ground potential. This lens 
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FlGUm, 4. Crossed fi eld veloci ty selector- used fo r mass sepaTa
tion of ions. 

The E·field electroclrs arc pulled out from the mag not pole faces to show d etails 
of the guard strips wbich mainLai n a homogeneous electric field . rl' hc potentials 
arc distributed on these guard strips b y a ,"olLage di vid er macl e of 3,000 obm 
Corning glass resistors in the vacuum . 

renders the beam parallel or slightly convergen t. 
After being fo cused, the beam passes along t.he 

axis of the eros ed-field velocity selector shown in 
figure 4 . In this region weak magnetic fi eld s can b e 
applied from coils external to the vacuum to correct 
the alinement of th e beam. 

At the end of the velocity selector , three apertures 
remove the peripheral and highly divergent rays from 
the beam, which then passes into th e detachment 
chamber , crosses the photon beam , and is caught in 
a Faraday cup . A weak t ransverse magnetic field 
and a small positive bias on th e Faraday cup trap 
the secondary emission, so that the beam curren t 
(ordinarily from 25 mJ.la to nearly 1 J.la) can be ac
curately measured. The magnitude and spread of 
the ion energy are determined by m easuring the 
beam current while appl ying repelling poten tials to 
the cup . 

A shu tter in th e Faraday cup can be opened 
magnetically to allow part of the beam to pass into 
a gO o-sector-field mass spectrometer. This instru
ment is of conventional design, and its elements are 
shown in figure 1. 

2.4. Ion·Bea.m Purity 

The puri ty of the beam was controlled in two ways. 
A low-dispersion mass separator (th e crossed-fi eld 
veloci ty selector) was built into the apparatus; and 
for th e 0 - measurements spectroscopically pure gas 
was used in the discharge tube. In addition, the 
purity of the b eam was sllbjccted to repeated e>''Peri
m ental ch ecks. 

The mass separator , shown in figure 4, is a crossed
field instrument in which a uniform electric field 
( :::; 60 v/cm) opp oses th e deflecting force of the uni
form m agnetic field (:::; 500 gauss) . These fields are 
adjustable to allow ions having a chosen velocity to 
pass through undeflected. The mass-separating ac-
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FIGURE 5. I on current versus stopping potential at the ion 
collector for several ion species j1-om the same discharge. 

This example shows an energy spread greater than that usually obta ined . 
All ion s pecies a ppear to or igina te at tbe same potential in the plasma. 

t ion depends on the experimental observation that 
ions of different species have approximately equal 
energies (see fig. 5) ; thus each ion has a character
istic velocity. The d ispersion of this instrument 
depends on th e length of ion p ath in the crossed 
fields and on the strength of the fi elds. 

a . H- ·Beam Purity 

The H - m ea urements were made with wet tank 
hydrogen 01' with D 20 in the discharge tube. With 
a SaO-gauss m agnetic field the velocity-selector dis
persion was great enough for th e separation of H 
from D -, and D - from 0 - and heavier ions that also 
came from th e disch arge t ube (fig . 6). This purity 
was studied by scanning the mass spectl'llm with 
th e analyzing spectrometer while the velocity selec
tor was peaked on H - or D - . Any impurit ies pres
ent were less than 0.1 percent of th e ion beam. 

B ecause ion impurities could strike th e ion collec
tor on one edge even though deflected sufficiently 
by the velocity selector to miss the entrance to th e 
m ass spectrometer , fur th er v erification of beam pu
rity was necessary. The ratio of photodetachment 
curren t to ion current was independent of the dis
persion of the velocity selector. Furthermore, the 
ratio of th e pho tocletachment current to ion current 
was constan t over th e useful part of the H - peak 
(fig. 6) obtained with the velocity selector. 

h . O - ·Beam Purity 

Photocletachment from oxygen ions was studied 
in detail by using ions drawn from an oxygen dis
charge. After this work was completed, the oxygen 
affinity was redetermined, using ions from a ca1'bon
monoxide discharge. These re ults are described in 
section 5. 

For th e 0 - experiments, using an oxygen discharge, 
the velocity selector dispersion was great enough to 
separate 0 - from 0 ; , and from H - and D -. How
ever , th e analyzing spectrometer showed masses 17 
and 18 still present when the velocity selector was 
selecting 0 - with largest available disper sion. 

To achieve the required purity of the beam it was 
necessary to outgas the gas-handling system and the 
discharge tube carefully, and to use sp ectroscopically 
pure gas in the discharge. 
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FIGU RE 6. Velocity selector scan of the ion beam f rom an 
H z, D 20 dischm·ge. 

T he dashed line shows the current to the ion collector as the electrostatic 
E-fi eld is varied , with constant magnetic fi eld H = l 50 ganss. The horizontal 
scale shows the numher of volts across the 1.9-cm gap between the deflector 
plates. The scan was run with the photon beam turned on, and the dotted line 
sbows the photodetaebment current (sligbtly d isplaced by t be recording mech· 
an ism and en larged relative to the ion curren t by about 10') . The solid line is 
the measured ratio, P, of detachment current to ion current on an arbitrary 
scale. P is a pproximately constant over eacb peak, and P D-IP H-=VH-/VD-= 1.41. 
Otber carefu l measurements show P is accurately constan t over each mass peak. 

Because the gas-handling system could not be 
baked, outgassing was accomplish ed by about 20 hr 
of pumping, down to pressures as low as 5 X 10- 6 mm 
H g. The glass discharge tube was outgassed in the 
sam e way. The cathode was baked ou t with an 
induction beater . The anode and control electrode 
were outgassed by about 30 hI' of operation of the 
discharge with the pure oxygen. 

At th e end of this time, with th e velocity selector 
t urned off, the analyzing spectrometer showed large 
0 - , O2 , and some heavier peaks. There were also 
traces of masses 17, 18, and 19 (fig . 7), presumably 
due to OH-, OD-, OiS, and F - . The latter is prob
ably from the electrically insulat ing tetrafiuoroeth
ylene gaskets used in th e vacuum system. These 
trace peaks were of the order of 0.2 percent as high 
as the 0 - and O2 peaks. 

In the work on the 0 - affinity it was par ticularly 
important to demonstrate that the 0 - beam con
tained no O2 . The separation of 0 - from 0 ; was 
checked by demonstrating that the ratio of detach
ment current to ion current is independent of the 
dispersion of the velocity selector over a reasonable 
range of dispersions, and constant over the useful 
part of the 0 - mass peak (fig. 8). The O2 ion itself 
was studied . Its cross section and detachment 
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FIG U RE 7. l1Iass spectrum of the ion beam from an O2 discharge. 
T his spectrogram was taken with tbe 90° sector· fi eld spectrometer. Tbe 

resolu t ion of tbe instrument is not h igb en ough to a llow exact determ ination of 
t hc mass numbcrs associated with the two hcavy peaks. 'I'bese could be NO,
and N O,- at masses 46 and 62 a lthough no nitrogen was admitted to the spectro
scopic oxygen , and nitrogen was not observab le in the optical spectrum of the 
d ischarge. T bey could a lso be masses 48 and 64, altbongb observation of 03-
anc! 0 .- is not (Iescribed in the literature, and the discbarge pressure was less 
than 50 I' of E g. 
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FIGURE 8. V elocity seleclor scan of the ion beam from an 
O2 discharge. 

Tbe dashed lille shows tbe current to tbe ion collector as tbe E-field is varied, 
with constant H=500 gauss. The higb-field side of the large jX'ak is 0,-, and 
the low field side is composed of heavier ions (see fi g. 7). ~'be dotted line shows 
tbe corresponding pbotodetachment current (sligbtly displaced and magnified 
by about 10'). The solid line is the measured ratio, P,.of detachment cnrrent 
to ion current on an arbitral y scale. The constancy of P over the 0- peak bas 
bcen verified by other measurements. 
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threshold were shown to be markedly different from 
those of 0 -. The 0 2' cross section was somewhat 
lower and the detachment threshold lay farther into 
the infrared , beyond the limi ts of our infrared filter 
cutoffs. 

3. Procedure for Data Analysis 

. The experimental probability that an ion , in pass
mg through the photon b eam, loses its extra electron 
is the ratio of the detach ed-electron current to the 
negative-ion current. This photodetachment prob
ability is designated P cxp. It is a function of the 
specific geometry and conditions of the experiment. 

A theoretical detachment probability, P theo, th at 
appli es to our geometry has been derived [2]: 

P theo= 0.317 X ] 013Tro(M /E) 1/2 J rr (A) rf/ (A) T n(A) xdA ' 

(1) 

H ere Wo is the power in watts of the unfil tered 
rad iation fallin g on the rae! iometel' ; M is the mass of 
the negative ion in atomic mass units, and E is its 
mean energy in electron volts; cp' (A) is the spectral 
distribution . in microns-I, of the photon source, 
normalIzed to unity ; T n (X) is the transmission of 
the nth filter when placed in th e ligh t beam ; and A is 
~h~ wavelength , i.n microns. The cross section, rr(A), 
l S In sq uare centimeters. To test the accuracy of a 
proposed cross section , rr(A) , tll e pl'ed iction of eq (l) 
is compared with th e experimental detachment 
probability. We followed this procedure in the H 
work, using the theory of Chandrasekhar . 

If rr (A) has not been calculated bu t can be pre
sumed to be a slowly vary ing func tion of A, rr (A) can 
be determined from successive differences of P exp in 
that region of the spectrum for which sharp-cu toff 
filters are available. These fil ters must h ave trans
mission curves that maintain their maximum valu es 
to wavelengths at least as long as the threshold 
wavelength correspond ing to the affinity. If fil ters 
a and b have sh arp-cu toff characteristics and iden
t ical maximum transmissions, the difference between 
the experimental detachment probabiliti es for these 
filters is predicted by the equation 

Here \ve have assumed that the radiation power , Wo, 
and ion energy, E, arc each the same in the two meas
urements. If this is not true, we must write 
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The cross section is th en 

(4) 

If the maximum transmissions of the filt ers are not 
equal, (4) is modified as follows: 

rr (A) = il (PexpT;;;!xEI /2Wo I) em 2. (5) 

0. 317 X 1013MI / 2 J cp' (X) il [T(A)] AdA 
Tmax 

The difference method of determining rr(A) is not 
applicable in the near infrared with our absorption 
filters (see fig . 3) . Only the selenium-glass filters 
with cutoff wavelengths between 4500 and 7000 A 
have the required transmission characterist ics. For 
negat ive ions with detachment thresholds less than 
1.3 ev the difference method encounters additional 
serious difficulties. This occurs even in the deter
mination of the cross section in the visible spectrum, 
because of the slight decrease in filter transmission 
and the marked increase in the water-cell absorption 
near 0.91'" Combined with the rapid increase with 
rapid increase with wavelength of the product, 
Xcp'(X), this causes the difference in P exp's of two 
filters to arise from two widely separated regions of 
the cross section, introd uci ng ambiguity in every 
measurement. 

The affinity usually given in the li terature for 0 -
is about 2.2 ev 117] . For this reason we used the 
difference method in th e visible spectrum. In the 
near infrared region of the 0 - photodetachment 
cross section th e procedure was to adopt a reasonable 
monotonic trial fun ction, rr' (A), for integration of 
eq (1), and to make successive adjustmen ts of the trial 
function for b es t fit with the experimental data. 

1'he th eoretical affinity for hydrogen is 0 .747 
ev [3], and the detachment threshold of O2 - is smaller 
than 1.3 ev. For this reason the difference method 
,vas no t applied to H - or to O2-, 

4. Experimenta l Results 

4 .1. Results for H-

Two sets of measurements have been made of the 
spectral dependence of the H - cross seetion for 
photodetachment, using the glass absorption fil ters. 
In the preliminary set the fil ters were taken in 
random order with all measurements on a given 
filter taken consecutively. In the second set the 
filters were taken in a scrambled order. The order 
was rescrambled after a cycle of one measurement 
pel' filter. Eleven complete cycles were carried 
through. 

The results are no t on an absolu te basis. They 
are given relative to the valu e obtained for filter 
3486. We have previously described absolute meas
urements of the integrated cross section for H -, 
using fil ter 3486 'and filter 24 12 [2]. The theory 
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of Chandrasekhar is used to provide a test cross 
section in the integration of eq (1) for the comparison 
with the experimental results shown in table 1. 
The conclusion that the trend evident in the more 
recent da ta reflects an error in the shape of Chan
drasekhar's H - cross section is not justified because 
of uncertainty in cp' (A) and in the temperature 
coefficients of the filters. The experimental results 
are in general agreement with the theory. 

4.2. Results for 0 -

We have made two sets of measurements of the 
spectral dependence of the 0 - photodetachment 
oross section, using the glass absorption filters and 
ions from an oxygen discharge. In th e first set the 
filters were cycled 13 times in order of increasing 
cutoff wavelengths. In the second set the filters 
were rescrambled for each of 8 cycles, the order 
being carefully chosen to minimize the effect of long 
and short t ime drifts in the differences between 
probabilities for filters with adjacent cutoff wave
lengths. 

These measurements were made on a relative 
basis. Subsequently, absolute measurements were 
made with filter 3486 by the method described [2]. 
The results of the relative measurements in table 2 
are therefore given on an absolute basis. The 
measured absolute values of the cross sections are 
estimated to be reliable within ± 10 percent [2]. 

The two sets of results are combined in table 2 
because the ratios of photon-beam power, Wo, to 
the ion velocity ("-'Et) were the same (see eq (1)) 
in both sets of measurements. Table 3 gives the 
transmission and photon spectral-distribution data 
necessary for the integration of (1) with arbitrary 
trial cross sections for comparison with the P exp's 
given in table 2. 
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FIGURE 9. The trial photo detachment cross section u'(I\), 
which is consistent with experimental results. 

Integrations of eQ (1) using this cross section and the fllter transmissions of 
figure 3 yield results which are given as P 'h .o in tables 2 and 6. Near threshold 
this trial cross section has the form given by cq (6) for nonresonant photodetach
ment. 

The data given by the circles are obtained from eq (5); and are not nsed to 
determine the curve. 

Where applicable, eq (5) has been used to obtain 
a'S associated with various f:,.P eXIl'S. This equation 
is used when the filters have the propel' sh arp cutoff 
and constant transmission short of cutoff, and where 
the Pexp's seem to justify the assumption of a slowly 
varying cross section. The results are given in 
table 4 and plotted in figure 9 at the peak wave
lengths associated with the differences of the filter 
transmissions. Note that the a's obtained from 
eq (5) are not independent. An errol' in one P exp 

TABLE 1. Comparison of the observed spectral distribution· 
of the photodetachment cross section for H - with the theory of 
Chandrasekhar, relative to the results for filter 3486 

Run A Run B 

Corning N umber Averagc N umber .A verage Mean of meas- relative of meas- relative filter No. uremfDts P ex p/ Pth eo urenlE-nts P ez pJPt heo 
deviation 

3389 3 0. 96 11 1. 04 ±0. 04 
3385 3 1. 02 JO 1.01 ±.06 
3486 5 (I. (0) JJ ( I. 00) ± . 03 
3482 4 0.97 II 1.00 ± . 04 
2424 3 . 98 11 0.97 ± . 02 
2412 3 1.02 10 .97 ± . 06 
2030 2 1.00 
2550 2 0.99 
2540 4 . 97 

• The absolute measurement of the integrated cross section fo r R-, using filter 
3486, is given in (2). The experimental results agree with the prediction of the 
theory within 2 percent and are estimated to be reliable ,,·ithin lO percent. 

TABLE 2. Experimental photodetachment probability, Pexp, 
for 0 - from an O2 discharge with 10 glass filters and one 
interference filter; and P the o , using eQ (1) and the u' (A) 
given in figure 9 and table 3 for a L~8-ev affinity 

Corning fil ter No. Ptheo 

7380_ _ _ __ __ ________ ___ __ __ 1. 66±0. 02XIo-' 
3385 _ _ _ __ ____ __ __ _______ _ _ I. 50±0. 04 

1. 69X 1O-' 
I. 48 

-0.03X Io- ' 
+.02 

3486_ _ _ _ _ _______ _ ___ ____ __ I. 35±0. 03 
3482_ _ _ __ _______________ __ I. 25±0. 04 
2424_ __ _ _ _______________ __ I. 08±0. 05 
2412_ _ _ __ ____ ____ _____ __ __ O. 95±0. 07 
2030_ _ _ _ _______ ____ __ ___ __ . 82±0. 03 
2600 ___ ______ _____________ . 38± 0. 04 
2550_ _ _ _ ____ _____ ______ ___ . 074± 0. 016 
2540 ____________________ __ <. 02 
Reflection til ter b _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____________ _ 

1. 36 
1. 24 
1.10 
0. 984 

.784 

. 363 

. 089 

. 012 

. 14 

- . 01 
+. 01 
-. 02 
- _03 

+ . 04 
+ . 02 

- . 015 
<, 02 

a. ,]~he errors arc average deviations from the Dlean values of the experimental 
data from 21 ex peri men ts. -

b The interference filter was used with 0- from a CO discharge. See table 6 
for data from CO . 

TABLE 4. Values of the 0 - photodetachment cross section:
obtained from equation (5 ) 

Filter 
Apeak 

Denominator Numerator 
<T combination eq (5) eq (5) 

--- -
7380-3385 4400 0. 865XI0-1l 0. 118 ±O. 020 b 0.102 ± 0.017 X Io-" 
3385-3486 5120 . 664 . 121 ±0. 0I4 .080 ±. OO9 
3486-3482 5370 l. 019 .086 ±0.029 .088 ± 0. 030 
3482-2424 5770 0. 540 . J62 ±0. 054 . 087 ±0.029 
3482-2412 5900 .353 . 247 ±O.O68 . 087 ±0. 024 
2424-2030 6300 .268 . 216 ±0.026 .058 ±0. 007 

• 'l'h e values given in the fourth eolunm are the averages of 2J independent 
differences of individual measurements for the indicated filter pairs. 

b The errors are the a verage deviations from the mean. 
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TABLE 3. Data· to be used in I he integration of eq'uation (1) for C01n1)a1'ison of arbitrary cross sections u CA) with OUT experimental 
results 

AI' Ccv 1'3385 T3~ 86 T 3482 T 241 2 fr2~Z4 TZ030 1'2600 1',,,,, 1'2sIO Tr <I>, A u ' 

~~-~~-~~~ ~~-

0,400 3, 100 0.0588 b 11. 77 X 10- 18 

.408 3.039 ------ -- - - --

. 416 2.981 . 0753 n .24 

.424 2.925 - -.- - -- - - - --

.432 2.870 . 0951 10. 79 

.440 2.818 - -- - --- - - - - -

.448 2.768 . 1186 10.35 

. 456 2.719 - -_.- - -- -- - -

.464 2.672 0. 000 . 1425 9.96 

.472 2.627 .075 --- --- - ---- -

. 480 2.583 .375 . 1679 9. 58 

.488 2.541 . 665 ---- ------- -

, 496 2,500 .790 .1974 9.24 

. 504 2.460 .850 --- - - - --- _ .-

. 512 2.422 , 875 0.015 , 2261 8,92 

.520 2.385 , 890 . 240 .-. --- - --- - -

. 528 2. 348 .900 .640 . 2610 8.62 

. 536 2.313 .904 . 790 0.000 - -. --- - -- - --

.544 2. 279 .906 . 817 . 125 . 2902 8.33 

.552 2.246 . 908 .835 .475 - -- -- - - -- - --

.560 2.214 .909 .850 . 725 . 3235 8.04 

.568 2. 183 . 910 .858 .8 10 -- - - - -----

. 576 2. 153 .910 . 867 .835 0. 007 . 3574 7.77 
~ . 584 2.123 .910 . 871 .847 . 100 -- - -- - .- . - -

. 592 2. 095 . 909 .880 . 855 0.000 . 375 .3898 7 . . \0 

. 600 2.067 .908 .883 .862 . 015 . 675 - - - - - - - -

.608 2.039 . 907 . 885 .866 . 185 . 800 . 4251 7. 24 

. 616 2.0 13 . 906 . 891 . 870 . 550 . 850 - -- -- ------

. 624 1. 987 .905 .892 . 8i5 . 785 . 865 . 4583 7.02 

.632 1. 962 .904 . 893 .876 .845 . 875 - -. - - ------ -

.640 1.938 . 903 . 894 . 880 .865 .883 0. 000 . 4897 6. i2 

. 648 1. 913 . 902 . 895 .882 . 875 .888 .005 0. 000 - -.- - ---- ---

. 656 1.890 . 901 . 896 .885 . 880 .893 .425 . 002 . 5211 6. 44 

.664 1. 867 . 900 . 897 .885 . 883 . 895 . ()50 . 005 Ii . 32 

.672 1. 845 .899 . 898 .886 . 885 . 900 . 775 . 006 .5499 6. 19 

. 680 I. 823 .898 , 898 . 887 , 886 . 900 . 850 .007 6.05 

, 688 1. 802 , 896 , 899 . 888 . 888 , 901 .870 . 010 .5769 5.91 

. 696 1. 781 .895 . 899 . 889 . 889 . 902 . 877 . 014 5. 77 

. 704 1. 761 . 894 . 898 . 890 . 889 . 905 .883 .016 0. 000 . 6023 5.62 

. 712 1. 742 . 893 . 897 . 890 . 888 . 905 . 885 0. 01 5 . 020 . 002 . 6145 5.48 

. 720 I. 722 . 892 . 896 . 889 , 887 .905 . 886 .125 . 030 . 004 . 6267 5.30 

.728 1. 703 . 89 1 .896 .888 , 885 .905 . 887 . 300 . 038 , 905 . 6'106 5. 20 

. 736 1. 685 . 890 .895 . 886 . 884 . 905 . 889 , 500 . 048 . 008 . ()498 5. 10 

. 744 1. 667 . 889 .895 . 883 . 883 .905 .889 . 635 . 060 . OIL . 6600 4. 97 

. 752 1. 649 . 883 .894 . 882 . 879 . 905 .890 . 710 . 067 . 020 . 6716 4.83 

. 760 1. 632 . 882 . 892 . 881 . 878 . 905 . 890 . 760 . 082 .034 . 6823 4. 68 

. 768 1. 615 . 881 .892 , 880 .8i1 . 905 . 890 . 785 . 097 . 055 . 6917 4. 50 

. 776 1. 598 . 880 . 891 .880 . 876 . 905 .889 . 795 . 122 . 100 . 7022 4 30 

.784 1. 582 . 879 . 889 .878 .876 . 905 . 887 .800 . 140 . 200 . 7106 4. 08 

, 792 I. 566 . 878 . 888 . 877 . 874 .905 . 886 . 799 . 165 . 350 . 7188 3. 82 

.800 1. 550 . 877 . 888 . 876 .872 .905 .886 . 795 . 190 . 600 . 7276 3.52 

. 808 1. 534 . 876 .886 . 875 . 871 . 90.1 , 884 . 790 . 217 0. 000 . 815 . 7342 3.18 

.816 1. 519 . 874 . 882 .8n . 869 .905 . 880 .780 . 24 5 . 005 .825 . 7418 2.74 

. 824 1. 505 . 873 .881 . 87 1 . 868 . 905 . 879 . 772 . 275 . 010 . 725 , 7494 2. 23 

. 832 I. 490 . 873 . 880 . 870 .866 . 905 . 878 . 764 . 305 . 01 5 . 600 . 7560 1.44 

. 840 I. 476 . 872 . 879 . 870 .864 .905 .877 .753 . 337 . 025 .520 .7617 0. 00 

. 848 I. 462 .871 .878 . 868 .862 .905 . 876 . 742 . 370 . 035 . 470 .7680 - - -- .-- -- - - -

. 856 1. 449 . 869 .877 .865 .861 . 905 .875 . 730 .401 . 050 . 450 . 7740 -- -- - - --- ---

.864 1. 435 . 868 . 876 . 864 . 860 .905 .874 .718 .430 .063 . 7796 --------- -. -

. 872 I. 422 . 867 .875 . 864 . 859 .905 . 873 .705 . 4GO . 080 .7858 .-.-------.-

. 880 I. 410 .867 . 874 . 862 . 858 .905 . 872 .690 .495 . 100 . 7916 --------- -.-

.888 1.396 .867 .873 . 861 . 857 .905 .871 .675 . 525 . 125 . 7945 ----- .----- -

.896 1. 384 . 867 .871 .860 . 855 . 905 .8(i9 . 657 . 552 . 150 . 7985 ----_.- - ----

.904 1. 372 . 867 .868 . 859 . 854 . 905 .866 . 642 .5S0 . 175 .8022 _.--_.- ---- -

. 912 1. 360 .866 . 867 . 857 . 854 . 905 . 865 . 625 . 605 . 215 .8062 -------- - - --

. 920 1. 348 . 865 . 866 . 856 . 853 .905 . 864 .605 .630 . 250 . 8105 - --- -- - - -- --

. 928 1. 336 . 863 . 865 . 855 . 851 . 905 . 863 . 584 . 652 . 280 . 8112 -- -- --- - ----

. 936 I. 325 . 863 . 864 . 854 . 850 .905 . 862 . 563 . 675 .310 . 8136 -- -- -- - - - - --

.944 1. 313 . 863 .863 . 854 , 849 . 905 . 861 . 539 . 694 . 345 .8159 ----- ---- -- -

. 952 1. 302 . 863 . 862 . 853 . 848 . 905 . 860 . 516 . 713 .375 . 8192 .- --- ---- - - -

. 960 1. 292 .863 . 861 . 852 . 846 . 905 .859 . 488 .730 .405 . 8217 ------ ---- --

. 968 1. 281 .863 . 860 . 850 . 845 . 905 .858 . 457 .74 1 . 437 . 8223 -------- --- -

. 976 1. 270 . 863 .859 , 850 . 844 . 905 . 857 . 425 . 755 . 465 . 8242 -- --- -- - - -- -

.984 1. 260 .862 . 858 , 850 . 844 . 905 .856 . 390 .775 . 495 . 8243 -_.- --- -- ---

. 992 1. 250 .862 .858 .8.50 . 844 .905 . 856 . 355 .785 .520 . 8261 - - ----------

• Heading symbols are defined in tbe text of tbis paper. See eq (1). T, is the transmission of tbe interference reflection filter. 
b Data for integration of tb c trial croSS section sboW'n in figure 9. 
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may be reflected in the error associated with more 
than one tJ.Pexp . An attempt was madc, by succes
sive approximations, to obtain the smooth monotonic 
cross section that most nearly fits the data of table 2. 
This curve is plotted in figure 9. The IT'S from this 
curve that were used in the numerical integration of 
eq (1) are given in table 3, and the results of tlte 
integration arc given as P the o in table 2. 

The cross section for radiative attachment, of 
interest in upper atmosphere physics, was derived 
[181 from this curve using the principle of detailed 
balancing, and is given in figure 10 and table 5. 
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FIG U Rlc 10. Expe?'imental and theoretical radiative attach
ment coefficient s for atomic ox ygen. 

The attachment coeffi cient is equ,1 to t ho product of electron velocity ane! 
attu(!hmf'nt cross sc ~t i on. Curve A is ca lcu lated from QUI' tr ia l cross srction 
(see fig. 9) by the pritdple of detailed b:tlancing. Cur vO" B and C a re ealcula tl'ci 
by RaLes and 1Vfass . y [41, B assuming no excitoJ state neal' t he con tinuum and C. 
ass11J11i ng resona nt capture of s electrons. 

TABLE 5. The mdiative attachment coeJficient '" for atomic 
oxygen, calcu lated from the photodetachment " trial" cross 
section (liven in table 3 

I Energy of the 
inciden t elec tron 

ev 
1. 62 
I. 50 
I. 39 
I. 29 
1. 19 
1. 10 
1. 02 
0.94 
.87 
.80 
. 73 
. 67 
. 62 
.5(; 
.51 

cm3-sec- 1 

3. 44 X lO-l' 
3. 15 
2.92 
2. 70 
2.52 
2. 35 
2. 21 
2. 09 
1. 98 
1. 87 
1. 78 
1. 70 
1. 62 
I. 5.) 
1. 50 

Energy of the 
inciden t elec tron 

etl 
0. 4n 

. 41 

. 37 

. 32 

. 28 

. 24 

.21 

. 17 

. 14 

. 10 

. 07 

. 04 

a 

cm~-sec-l 

1. 44X IO-" 
I. 40 
1. 3.\ 
1. 31 
1. 27 
1. 24 
1. 24 
I. 24 
1. 24 
I. 24 
1. 24 
I. 24 
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4 .3. 0 - Affinity 

a . 0 - from an O 2 Discharge 

The threshold of the monotonic trial cross sect ion 
th at fits th e experimental data for 0 - from an O2 

discharge is about 1.48 ev. Upper and lower limits 
are immediately apparent if the Pexp's (table 2) 
arc compared with the filter transmission curves 
(fig. 3) . The large detachment signal with filter 
2600 shows that the threshold lies substantially 
below] .75 ev. Because no signal is obser ved with 
filter 2540 [IT (\.) < l X 10- 191 cm 2], the threshold must 
be above 1.35 ev. 

The shape of the cross section near the threshold 
is not uniquely determined by these experimental 
data. Thc threshold can be moved to slightly higher 
values on the electron-volt scale and remain in 
agreement with the experimental data through 
eq (1). This is allowable only if there is a sharp 
peak. very near threshold , followed by a deep mini
mum, in order to account for th e observed detach
men t wi th filter 2600 . 

b. 0 - from a CO Discharge 

After the completion of the experiments on 0 -
from oxygen discharges, the affinity and shape of the 
cross section near threshold were confirmed using 
ions from a discharge through carbon monoxide. 
The results prove that all the O2 ions had been 
eliminated from the 0 - beam in the oxygen experi
ments. The concentration of O2 ions in the beam 
from the CO discharge was ",0.1 percent of the beam 
current, compared to ",50 percent from an O2 

discharge. Figure 11 shows the spectrum of the 
beam from CO, with the velocity selector t urned 
off. The velocity selector removes th e impurity 
peaks except for a negligible trace of C-. 

Table 6 shows the relative values of P exp for a 
selected group of filters near the threshold , together 
with the corresponding P theo ratios. Included with 
th ese data is a measurement with a multilayer 
in te rference reflection filter, the transmission char
acteristic of which is shown in figure 3. The de-

TABLE 6. Experirnental results of measurements made using 
0 - ions !Tom a carbon monoxide discharge 

F ilters 
P ath eo a P Oexp 

P btll eo P bexp 

#1 (refl ection) b 
0. 127 0.17±O. 04' --2~ 

2030 
.713 . 715±. 03 -

2424 

2600 
. 463 . 47±. 03 -

2030 

2550 
. 114 . 16±. 05 

2030 

n P theo ' S a re calculated from the trial cross section given in table 3 and shown 
in figure 9. 

b 'rhe filter transmission characteristics are shown in figure 3. 
c rr'he errol'S arc the estimated reliabilitics of the 2 or 3 measurements made with 

each filter. 
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'I' his spcctl'ogra ph was ta kcn with the 000 sector·fielel instrument. lvrass 26 
Is not identi fied . 

taellment signal obtained when this filter is plaeed 
behind the water eell, one faee of which is filter 
2424, proves that the oxygen affinity lies below 
1.58 ev regardless of the shape of the curve. Within 
experimental error, the position of the threshold 
given by the ions from CO is the same as that given 
by the ions from O2• 

c. Discussion 

The experimental results prove that the threshold 
lies between 1.55 and 1.35 ev. The identification of 
this threshold with the affinity would be taken for 
granted if the affinity were not in unresolved con
flict with the generally accepted value of 2.2 ev [17]. 
The interpretation of our observed threshold as the 
threshold for detachment from a metastable excited 
state of 0 - might resolve the conflict if this interpre
tation were not untenable. This state would neces
sarily lie about 0.5 ev above the ground state in order 
to be consistent with the 2.2 ev value of the affinity. 

Bates and Ma sey [4], in an attempt to justify 
theoretically a (2p)43s excited configuration barely 
stable with respect to a 2.2-ev affinity, found that 
the polarization of the core of the ion " required to 
give a stable level was far in excess of the probable 
value" [19]. Bates [20] has calculated, by an 
empirical method, that a (2p)43s configuration should 
lie about 2 ev higher than the (2p)5 configuration 
taken as the config uration of the ground state. Some 
experimental evid ence has been presented in favor of 
a 2.2-ev affinity with an excited state lying very near 
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to the continuum, but there is no evidence for an 
excited state appreciably below the continuum. The 
possibility that we are observing absorption from 
metastable iOllS is further r educed by the re ults with 
CO, for one would not expect CO and O2 discharges 
to result in beams with equal concentrations of 
metastables. Use of our value of the affinity of 
oxygen may p ermit a reinterpretation of the electron 
impact data [21] without recourse to the assumption 
that negative ions are created in excited states. 

For photodetachment from a (2p)5 0 - ground
state configuration, in the absence of stable excited 
states, the shape of the cross section is restricted by 
the requirement [22] that near the threshold 

(6) 

This req uires a zero slope for the attachment coeffi
cient (fig. 10) and an infinite slope for the cross 
section at the threshold . This shape was used near 
the threshold of the trial cross section (see fig . 9). 

The measured threshold for photodetachment from 
the ground state of 0 -, the affinity, is 1.48 ± 0.1 0 ev. 
The assigned error is derived from (a) the theoretical 
requirement that the cross section must intersect the 
wavelength abcissa with infinite slope and (b) the 
certainty from the observation of a finite signal with 
the interference filter that the threshold lies at or 
below l.55 ev. Shape of the cross section must be 
roughly that given by cr' in figure 9, but the possi
bility of irregularities or fine stru cture is not excluded. 
It is quite unlikely that there exists a resonant peak 
at the threshold. 

We are grateful to many members of the NBS staff 
for help in the calibration of various parts of th e 
apparatus, particularly John Schleter, Nicholas 
Acquista, Ru ssel Johnston, and Marion Belknap. 
Victor Grob carried out the many tedious numerical 
integrat ions and assisted with the operation of the 
equipment . Most of the construction of the ap
paratus was accomplished by Adolph Huriaux. vVe 
are indebted to the evaporation group of Baird 
Associates, Inc., for the development of the special 
interference filter. Suggestions by A. Dalgarno , 
D . R . Bates, vVade Fite, and Homer Hagstrum 
have been very helpful. 
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